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Abstract—Establishing consistent relationships between neural activity and behavior is a challenge in human
cognitive neuroscience research. We addressed this issue using variable time constraints in an oddball
frequency-sweep design for visual discrimination of complex images (face exemplars). Sixteen participants
viewed sequences of ascending presentation durations, from 25 to 333 ms (40–3 Hz stimulation rate) while their
electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded. Throughout each sequence, the same unfamiliar face picture was
repeated with variable size and luminance changes while different unfamiliar facial identities appeared every
1 s (1 Hz). A neural face individuation response, tagged at 1 Hz and its unique harmonics, emerged over the
occipito-temporal cortex at 50 ms stimulus duration (25–100 ms across individuals), with an optimal response
reached at 170 ms stimulus duration. In a subsequent experiment, identity changes appeared non-periodically
within fixed-frequency sequences while the same participants performed an explicit face individuation task.
The behavioral face individuation response also emerged at 50 ms presentation time, and behavioral accuracy
correlated with individual participants’ neural response amplitude in a weighted middle stimulus duration range
(50–125 ms). Moreover, the latency of the neural response peaking between 180 and 200 ms correlated strongly
with individuals’ behavioral accuracy in this middle duration range, as measured independently. These observa-
tions point to the minimal (50 ms) and optimal (170 ms) stimulus durations for human face individuation and pro-
vide novel evidence that inter-individual differences in the magnitude and latency of early, high-level neural
responses are predictive of behavioral differences in performance at this function. ! 2021 IBRO. Published by Else-
vier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Within tens of milliseconds, the human brain makes
sense of complex visual inputs from the environment.
This time frame includes low-level, sensory visual
processing, such as photoreceptor transduction and the
active transformation of visual inputs from the retina to
the lateral geniculate nucleus and then the primary

visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 2005; Gabbiani and
Cox, 2017). Moreover, this time frame includes higher-
level processing, in which a network of ventral occipito-
temporal brain regions supports visual object recognition
(Kravitz et al., 2013; Grill-Spector and Weiner, 2014).
The rapid speed of human visual recognition enables
interactions with spatially complex environments that are
dynamically changing, even when dealing with discrimina-
tions of highly similar visual stimuli, as in the case for
human faces.

In face individuation (FI), a perceiver discriminates
individuals’ faces from each other, as well as
generalizes each individual’s face across variable
viewing conditions (Rossion et al., 2020). To accomplish
this function, a highly calibrated recognition system is
required: the physical differences between human facial
identities may be quite small, and the variations in viewing
the same facial identity may be quite large, e.g., from
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changes in distance, lighting, viewpoint, etc. (Jenkins
et al., 2011). Moreover, for comfortable social interac-
tions, FI must be completed rapidly, and not only for
learned, familiar faces: even when encountering an unfa-
miliar face, one must establish quickly that this face is
unknown, and to be able to discriminate it from other indi-
vidual faces in the environment (e.g., a crowd). However,
how long a face should be viewed for above chance and
maximal individuation performance is presently unclear.

Some studies reported maximal identification
performance for half a dozen learned face images
presented for as low as a 4 ms duration (Bachmann,
1991; Gur, 2018), but a lack of stimulus masking in these
studies could have led to long post-stimulus processing.
Using an old/new behavioral recognition task with pictures
of 64 unfamiliar faces, Hsiao and Cottrell (2008) showed
that on average 1.81 gaze fixations were sufficient for
maximal performance (see also Orban de Xivry et al.,
2008; Peterson and Eckstein, 2013); however, the aver-
age fixation duration lasted about 600 ms in that study,
and stimulus duration was not manipulated below that
value.

A number of studies did restrain image processing
time, but used limited stimulus sets. For example, two
studies that used backward masking produced very
different results, perhaps due to stimulus differences
across only 5–6 images. Rolls et al. (1994) used five pho-
tographs of highly familiar faces, with variations in gender
and external cues, to report above-chance identification
with only 16 ms (masked after 4 additional ms; 20 ms
stimulus-onset-asynchrony; SOA), with maximal perfor-
mance reached for a 36 ms stimulus duration (40 ms
SOA). In contrast, Tanskanen et al. (2007) used images
of 6 familiarized male faces to report above-chance iden-
tification from 50 ms stimulus duration, with maximal
recognition rates reached at 100 ms. In further compar-
ison, blending six familiarized images of male faces with
15 distractors in rapid sequences of images suggested
that about 100 ms was the threshold for reliable (about
80% accurate) FI (Nasanen et al., 2006). Finally, some
studies used large but unnatural stimulus sets. In one
such study, sensitivity at differentiating four sets of 41
subtlety morphed, synthetic stimuli, with a delayed
match-to-sample paradigm incorporating backward mask-
ing, was reported as maximal with 100 ms stimulus dura-
tion (Lehky, 2000). More recently, Or and Wilson (2010)
used 81 synthetic face/anti-face stimulus pairs, defined
by geometric information rather than facial features, and
a two-alternative forced-choice task with backward mask-
ing, to report a threshold of 63-ms stimulus duration for
individuation, with maximal performance apparent at
about 107 ms.

Overall, while these behavioral studies provide useful
information, they all rely on forced-choice matching or old/
new recognition of (usually few) identical images, leading
to short stimulus duration minima (as low as 4–16 ms)
and ceilings (ranging from about 40–110 ms) for FI
performance. Moreover, while there is a great deal of
interest for inter-individual variability in cognitive
functioning in the human population, including FI ability
(with individual performance usually compared in terms

of ability to individuate pictures of unfamiliar faces, e.g.,
Burton et al., 2010; Bowles et al., 2009; Hildebrandt
et al., 2011; McCaffery et al., 2018; Rossion and Michel,
2018; see also Xu et al., 2017; Stacchi et al., 2019),
whether, and to which extent, people vary in their ability
to individuate complex visual images across variations
of viewing time has not been addressed to our knowledge.

At the neural level, Tanskanen et al. (2007) tested
their participants with magnetoencephalographic (MEG)
recordings, although not with FI, but with faces vs.
phase-scrambled stimuli. This showed two components
(M170 and M300) emerging from 50 ms of face stimulus
duration, in line with behavioral performance recorded in
that study; however, contrary to behavior, amplitude of
these components continued to increase until the longest
duration of 200 ms, so that the optimal duration could not
be defined precisely. In an EEG study by Alonso-Prieto
et al. (2013), sequences of constantly varying (‘‘different”)
facial identities were contrasted to sequences of one
repeating (‘‘same”) facial identity across 14 presentation
rates, from 1 to 16.7 Hz (i.e., 1000–60 ms SOA, with sinu-
soidally contrast-modulated image presentation). Larger
EEG responses for different than same facial identity con-
ditions (i.e., a neural adaptation/repetition suppression
effect; see Grill-Spector et al., 2006) were reported at a
120 ms duration (8.33 Hz) and above, with a maximal dif-
ference at 170 ms (5.88 Hz; this maximal difference was
replicated with functional magnetic resonance imaging in
Gentile and Rossion, 2014). These results could be taken
as an indication that a minimum stimulus duration of about
120 ms is required for FI, except that the interference of
sequential EEG responses at high rates confounds the
effects of viewing time per se (e.g., Keysers et al., 2001;
Keysers and Perrett, 2002; Retter & Rossion, 2016;
Retter et al., 2020).

This brief survey serves to illustrate that human FI
performance, taken across stimulus presentation
durations, has not yet been considered with both
behavioral and neural measures in the same
methodological framework. Therefore, their integrated
interpretation is unknown. This lack of knowledge is
surprising because the relationship between behavioral
and neural FI responses has emerged as a topic of
great interest in human face recognition research in
recent years (e.g., Herzmann et al., 2010; Kaltwasser
et al., 2014; Hermann et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017;
McGugin et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Dobs et al.,
2019; Dzhelyova et al., 2020). Unfortunately, several vari-
ables must be considered when assessing neural and
behavioral responses (i.e., amplitude and latency of neu-
ral responses in space and time; accuracy and response
time of behavioral responses) and inter-individual variabil-
ity in both these measures can be both due to multiple
general factors (see Rossion et al., 2020), making this
research program challenging. Perhaps for these rea-
sons, whether large and early neural signatures of FI
relate to better behavioral performance at this function
in a neurotypical human population, for instance, is pre-
sently unknown.

Here, we address this question by investigating the
impact of stimulus duration on FI, both behaviorally and
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neurally, with a focus on relating inter-individual
differences at both measures. We used a novel
combination of an oddball paradigm for measuring
robust, high-level neural FI responses, even at the
individual participant level (from Liu-Shuang et al., 2014;
review: Rossion et al., 2020) and a frequency-sweep
design for progressively increasing stimulus duration
within each stimulation sequence, in 11 steps from 25 to
333 ms (40–3 Hz), with forward- and backward-masking
deriving from a 0 ms inter-stimulus-interval (from Retter
et al., 2020; see Methods). We define the minimal stimu-
lus duration for FI (i.e., the smallest stimulus duration to
elicit a significant response), with convergent results pro-
duced for neural and behavioral measures, as well as the
optimal stimulus duration (i.e., the smallest stimulus dura-
tion generating the largest response). Further, we investi-
gate at which stimulus durations individual differences
were most pronounced, and, taking stimulus duration into
account, related differences in neural FI response ampli-
tude with behavioral performance. Finally, we probe neu-
ral FI responses in the time domain, to strengthen the
characterization of the relationship of individuals’ neural
and behavioral responses under time constraints.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Sixteen healthy, neurotypical adults participated in this
experiment (age: mean = 23 years old; SD = 2.3 years;
range = 19–28 years; gender identification: 10 female; 6
male; all right-handed (according to an adapted
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971), all
reporting normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All
were recruited from the UCLouvain community, and com-
pensated monetarily for their time; none were excluded
from the analyses. The Institutional Review Board of
UCLouvain approved the study protocols, which were car-
ried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the
World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

Stimuli and display

Images of 100 different facial identities were used in this
experiment (Fig. 1). All were derived from photographs
of full-front, expressionless, female faces, taken under

standardized conditions. They were minimally processed
in Adobe Photoshop CS5: they were cropped around
the border of the face to remove external features and
resized to the same height, but the overall shape
difference between faces was preserved. Note that a
subset of these stimuli has been used in previous
oddball EEG individuation studies (e.g., Liu-Shuang
et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2019; first pre-
sented in a behavioral study by Laguesse et al., 2012).
While other stimulus features were not standardized
across facial identities (width, luminance, contrast, color,
etc.), these aspects were modulated at every stimulus
presentation, in order to increase their variability for each
identity and thus reduce their diagnosticity across differ-
ent identities (i.e., low-level stimulus control by variability,
e.g., Thorpe et al., 1996; Crouzet et al., 2010; Foldiak
et al., 2004; Rossion et al., 2015; Retter et al., 2020). At
every presentation, the stimulus size varied randomly
from 80 to 120% of the original size (sampled in 5% steps;
see Dzhelyova and Rossion, 2014), and the luminance
varied randomly from !10 to +10% of the original (sam-
pled in 2.5% steps). The stimuli were presented with a
liquid-crystal display testing monitor, with a refresh rate
of 120 Hz and a resolution of 1920 by 1080 pixels. Viewed
from a distance of 80 cm, the stimuli subtended approxi-
mately 5.0 degrees of vertical visual angle at the original
presentation size; width varied according to the individual
face exemplars.

EEG frequency-tagging procedure

This experiment was based on a novel combination of two
recently established EEG frequency-tagging approaches:
(1) an oddball paradigm to measure high-level face
individuation (FI; since Liu-Shuang et al., 2014; reviewed
in Rossion et al., 2020); and (2) a frequency-sweep
design (Retter et al., 2020). In the oddball paradigm,
one facial identity is repeated as the ‘‘base” face, while
randomly selected ‘‘oddball” faces are interleaved at a
fixed interval, i.e., as every nth stimulus. There are thus
two frequencies tagged: the stimulus presentation fre-
quency (F), and the oddball presentation frequency (F/
n). The stimulus presentation frequency, F, measures
both low- and high-level visual responses common to
the face stimuli presented; the oddball presentation fre-

quency, F/n, is a differential
response, reflecting the differences
in the responses to base and odd-
ball faces, i.e., measuring FI (for a
review: Rossion et al., 2020). Since
F/n is a relatively low frequency
(e.g., 1 Hz), FI EEG responses
overlapping in time are avoided,
and FI responses can be investi-
gated over a long (1 s) window in
the time domain. In the frequency-
sweep design, F is continuously
swept through descending fre-
quency rates within each testing
sequence (e.g., from 40 to 30 to
20 Hz (i.e., 25 to 33 to 50 ms),
etc.), while F/n remains constant

Fig. 1. Stimuli: the 100 different female facial identities used in the study, all unfamiliar to the
participants.
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at 1 Hz (1 s; Retter et al., 2020). This design was created
to measure the first, shortest duration (i.e., highest fre-
quency) at which the differential F/n response would
appear, as well as to characterize F/n (relative to F)
responses across stimulus presentation rates.

In the present combination of the oddball FI paradigm
and the frequency-sweep design, each 77-s sequence
contained one base facial identity throughout, despite
changes in F, and the oddball identity appearing at F/n
was randomly selected from the remaining 99 facial
identities at each oddball presentation, except that no
oddball identities were repeated within a sequence. A
large number of oddball facial identities were used to
decrease the probability that FI responses would
depend on (low-level) stimulus-specific features;
however, the same base facial identity was used within
a sequence to limit variability across stimulus
presentation rates. Further, three different sets of 18
unique base identities were used across participants:
each set was shown to six different participants.

Within each 77-s testing sequence, F was
continuously swept from 40 Hz to 3 Hz (25-333 ms) in
11 steps of 7 s each, in accordance with the 120 Hz
monitor. Specifically, F progressed as follows: 40 Hz,
30 Hz, 20 Hz, 15 Hz, 12 Hz, 10 Hz, 8 Hz, 6 Hz, 5 Hz,
4 Hz, and 3 Hz (25 ms, 33 ms, 50 ms, 67 ms, 83 ms,
100 ms, 125 ms, 167 ms, 200 ms, 250 ms, and
333 ms). Crucially, despite the changes in F, the FI
frequency of F/n was held constant at 1 Hz (1 s)
throughout each sequence (Fig. 2). To demonstrate the
stimulation on a more common 60 Hz monitor, a movie

was created with the nine available frequencies at
60 Hz (30, 20, 15, 12, 10, 6, 5, 4, and 3 Hz; i.e., 33, 50,
67, 83, 100, 167, 200, 250, and 333 ms; Movie S1).
Images were presented continuously, at maximal
contrast for the entire stimulus presentation duration,
i.e., with a 0 ms inter-stimulus interval and a 100% duty
cycle (Retter et al., 2018; 2020). There were 18 repeti-
tions of this oddball frequency-sweep sequence, for a
total of 126 s, and 126 oddball identity presentations,
per condition.

Each trial consisted of: (1) a fixation cross presented
in the center of the screen for 2–4 s, to establish
attention; (2) the 77-s testing sequence as described
above; (3) the fixation cross for another 2–4 s, to limit
(eye) movements at the end of the sequence.
Participants were instructed to fixate on the fixation
cross, and to press on a keyboard key (space bar) each
time the cross briefly changed color (blue to dark yellow,
for 250 ms), which occurred at random intervals, 15
times per trial. Participants were not given any
information about facial identity changes; there were
only told that sequences of face images would be
presented at different, decreasing speeds within each
trial. Standardized testing conditions were maintained:
the viewing distance from the testing monitor was
measured at the beginning of the experiment, in a quiet
room, dimly lit with a halogen lamp and the computer
monitors, and the participant’s behavior was monitored
throughout by the experimenter recording the EEG. The
total EEG recording session lasted about 35 min,
including short rest breaks in between trials.

Fig. 2. Upper row: An overview of the stimulation sequences in the EEG frequency-tagging experiment, with each stimulation frequency defining a
stimulus duration (e.g., 40 Hz = 25 ms) (see also Movie S1). Note the changes in size and luminance at every stimulus presentation, with the
change of identity occurring every 1 s (1 Hz) throughout the sequence. Lower row: A couple example sequence segments from the behavioral
experiment.
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At the end of the experiment, participants were asked
two questions: (1) an open-ended question about what
they noticed during the experimental trials; and (2)
whether they noticed any periodicity within the
sequences. In response to the first question, most
participants (75%) reported that one facial identity would
repeat and sometimes there would be changes. Of
these participants, some estimated the amount of the
repeating face as: 40%, 1/3, 2/3, or ‘‘4/5, 2/3, or at least
more than 1/2”; one participant commentated that this
occurred in some trials but not others. Other occasional
observations included that only Caucasian, female faces
were presented; that stimuli were presented at different
rates, sometimes noting that the rate progressively
slowed; that faces changed size; that there were
different faces in a trial; that variations occurred in eye
color and face contour; that some faces appeared
deformed; and that the repeated face changed across
trials. In response to the second question, no
participants noticed any periodicity of the time of facial
identity changes.

Behavioral experiment procedure

The behavioral experiment was tested with the same
participants in a separate testing session, following the
EEG experiment (days between testing sessions:
mean = 21 days; SD = 12.5 days). Behavior and EEG
were recorded separately for two mains reasons. First,
the periodicity of facial identity changes was present in
the EEG experiment (to enable implicit, frequency-
tagged FI response analysis) but was not present in the
behavioral experiment (so that explicitly detected facial
identity changes did not occur at a predictable, fixed
interval). Second, by not having explicit behavioral
responses to facial identity changes in the EEG
experiment, we avoided contamination of the neural FI
response with related decisional and motor brain
processes. In the behavioral experiment, participants
were first debriefed about the EEG experiment (as in
Retter et al., 2020); in particular, they were told that iden-
tity changes had occurred exactly every 1 s. They were
subsequently given instructions for the behavioral experi-
ment, an explicit FI task. They were instructed to press on
a keyboard key (J) with the index finger of their right hand
each time they detected a different facial identity appear-
ing in the sequence (i.e., an identity other than that of the
base face), which could occur non-periodically, or not at
all, in relatively short (25 s) sequences. Within a
sequence, there would be only one stimulus presentation
frequency (F), but different sequences would have differ-
ent presentation speeds.

Participants were told that the task could be very
difficult, especially at high stimulus presentation speeds,
but that they should try their best to respond as
accurately as possible. They began with a demo trial,
consisting of a base facial identity and presentation
frequency (1.5 Hz; 667 ms) not used in the main
experiment, to ensure that they understood the task. In
actuality, different facial identities were inserted 4–8
times in five sequences, and 0 times in one sequence,
per stimulus duration condition. In total, there were

about 30 appearances of different facial identities for
each stimulus duration condition: each stimulus duration
condition of the EEG frequency-tagging experiment was
also tested in the behavioral experiment. The total
testing session for the behavioral experiment lasted
about 45 minutes.

EEG acquisition

EEG was acquired with a BioSemi ActiveTwo system
(BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands; for
electrode coordinates: http://www.biosemi.com/headcap.
htm; for electrode relabeling: Rossion et al., 2015,
Fig. S1) with 128 Ag-AgCl Active-electrodes, sampled at
a rate of 512 Hz. Further details are exactly as in Retter
et al., 2020.

Analysis

EEG frequency-tagging experiment. Data were
analyzed with Letswave 5 (https://www.letswave.org)
running on MATLAB R2013b (The MathWorks, USA).

Preprocessing. Drifts in offset during pauses of the
recording were realigned to the pre-pause offset, and
processed as in Retter et al. (2020). That is: bandpass fil-
tered (Butterworth 4th order from 0.05-140 Hz); seg-
mented from 2 s before to 80 s after stimulus
presentation onset; corrected for muscular activity associ-
ated with eye blinks by the removal of single ICA compo-
nent (for 1 participant blinking >0.2 times/s; M = 0.06
blinks/s; SD = 0.072 blinks/s); noisy channels were inter-
polated with 3–4 neighboring channels (M = 1.0 chan-
nels; SD = 1.15 channels; range = 0–4 channels); and
referenced to the average of all 128 EEG channels.

Regions-of-interest. The significance of FI responses
at F/n was assessed over a ten-channel bilateral
occipito-temporal (OT) region-of-interest (ROI), defined
a priori (Rossion et al., 2020). To probe the FI responses
in further detail, the amplitude of the averaged right and
left OT sub-regions were computed separately (right:
channels P10; P8; PO8; PO10; PO12; left: channels P9;
P7; PO7; PO9; PO11). The bilateral OT ROI was verified
post-hoc: it captured 7–9 of the 10 channels producing the
largest FI responses at the group-level across presenta-
tion conditions from 50 to 333 ms (20-3 Hz), and one
channel at 25 and 33 ms (40 and 30 Hz). Across 50–
333 ms (20–3 Hz), three right OT channels, P10, PO10,
and PO12, were consistently defining two or three of the
top three channel amplitudes. A region-free determinant
of the FI response significance was also assessed over
the average of all 128 EEG channels. To measure
stimulus-presentation responses, a medial-occipital
(MO) ROI was selected a-priori (channels O2; POI2; I2;
Iz; OIz; Oz; POOz; O1; POI1; I1; Retter et al., 2020),
and verified post-hoc to capture 9/10 of the maximal
channels with a grand-average across stimulus durations;
the average of all 128 EEG channels was also assessed.
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Frequency domain analysis. Data were processed for
the frequency domain as in Retter et al. (2020). In brief:
the 7-s stimulus durations steps were segmented in two
ways: (1) from 100 ms before the first oddball identity
onset, to capture FI responses and; (2) at oddball identity
onset, to isolate the full stimulus-presentation response.
Then, sequences were averaged within each frequency
step condition and transformed into the frequency domain
by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Specific har-
monic frequencies of the FI response (F/n = 1 Hz) were
summed up to 20 Hz; harmonics frequencies of the
stimulus-presentation response (F) were summed up to
60 Hz (frequency range: Retter et al., 2020; harmonic
summation: Retter, Rossion and Schiltz, 2021). Six neigh-
boring frequency bins determined the baseline (bl)
‘‘noise”. Significance of responses at the group and indi-
vidual level were assessed with Z-Scores (Z = (signal –
average(bl))/standard deviation(bl); significance threshold
at 2.32, p < .01, 1-tailed testing signal > baseline noise)
on the grand-averaged or individual average OT ROI
channels for FI responses, and on the average MO ROI
channels for stimulus-presentation responses.

Response amplitude was quantified by subtracting the
average baseline noise (signal-average(bl)) from the
summed-harmonic responses. Scalp topographies of
these summed-harmonic responses were visualized in
terms of amplitude and normalized (according to the
method of McCarthy and Wood, 1985) amplitude. A hemi-
spheric lateralization index comparing the right (R) and
left (L) OT sub-regions was calculated as follows: (R-L)/
(R+L)*100. Note that average values for the right or left
hemisphere that were below 0 mV after noise-correction
were corrected to 0 mV before being input into the index.
As in our previous study (Retter et al., 2020), to relate
individuals’ behavioral and neural responses, amplitude
in the middle stimulus duration (50–125 ms; 8–20 Hz:
see Results) was weighted by their amplitude at the long-
est duration (333 ms; 3 Hz) in order to normalize inter-
individual EEG variability due to general factors (e.g.,
skull thickness, source orientation with respect to the
scalp, etc.). Finally, statistical tests were performed on
response amplitudes, independently for FI and stimulus-
presentation responses, with one-way repeated mea-
sures analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) tests on the factor
of Condition. Only adjacent stimulus duration steps were
statistically compared in post-hoc analyses, with paired-
sample, two-tailed, t-tests, with the application of a Ben-
jamin–Hochberg correction for the ten allowed
comparisons.

Time domain analysis. Segmented data were filtered
more conservatively (Butterworth 4th order at 30 Hz);
stimulus-presentation responses were removed with a
FFT notch filter at the fundamental and harmonic
frequencies up to 30 Hz; data were re-segmented as
described above for measuring oddball FI responses;
and averaged by stimulus duration condition (see Retter
et al., 2020, for more details). Data were baseline offset-
corrected with 100 ms preceding oddball stimulus onset,
and significance was assessed over the right occipito-
temporal sub-region with two-tailed t-tests relative to

0 mV, with a threshold of p < .0001, across a minimum
of five consecutive time bins (about 10 ms), that is, with
strict criteria to reduce false-positives. Additionally, to
more fully characterize the FI response, the data were
averaged across all conditions producing significant
frequency-domain individuation responses.

Behavioral experiment. Behavioral face individua-
tion analysis. As above, and in Retter et al. (2020),
responses to detecting occasional, non-periodic facial
identity changes were considered correct when occurring
between 0.15 and 2 s after identity change onset;
responses outside this range were considered false pos-
itives. The total percent accuracy was corrected for false
positives: the percent of false positives was subtracted
from the percent of correct responses. Response time
(RT) was calculated for correct trials, and inverse effi-
ciency (IE = RT/accuracy) was calculated (Townsend
and Ashby, 1983). Statistical tests were performed as
for the neural responses: a one-way repeated measures
ANOVA test on the factor of Condition, and post-hoc t-
tests on adjacent stimulus-presentation rates with the
same criteria as given above. Finally, the relationship
between behavioral FI accuracy and EEG amplitude were
tested with Pearson correlations, two-tailed, both at the
group and individual-participant levels, excluding outliers
above 2.5 SD of the mean.

RESULTS

First, we investigated the minimal and optimal viewing
times required for face individuation (FI), in terms of
both implicit, EEG data and explicit, behavioral data.
Next, we examined individual differences and the
relationship between neural and behavioral data at the
individual participant level.

Minimal and optimal viewing times for face
individuation

In order to identify the minimal stimulus presentation time
at which FI occurred, the shortest presentation duration
producing significant responses was assessed both for
neural and behavioral responses. Note that the neural
response significance was assessed internally within
each stimulus duration condition, on the sum of a range
of unique harmonic frequency responses up to 20 Hz,
with the tagged frequency bins vs. a range of local
frequency noise (Retter et al., 2021; see Methods for
details; see Fig. 3 for harmonic distributions of face-
individuation frequency response amplitude).

Neural response significance first emerged at 50 ms
(20 Hz; p = .004; Table 1A) over the occipito-temporal
ROI at the group level. At this rate, the amplitude was
about 0.5 mV (Fig. 4A; Table 2A; sub-region amplitudes
and scalp topographies: Fig. 4A, B). Strikingly,
behavioral group-level response significance also first
emerged at 50 ms (20 Hz), at which duration the
accuracy was about 25% (Fig. 4C; Table 2B). In
contrast, stimulus-presentation responses were
significantly present at all stimulus durations (Fig. 4D, E;
Table 1B; see Fig. S1 for harmonic stimulus-
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presentation frequency response amplitude distributions).
For face individuation, there was a strong, positive linear
correlation between accuracy and amplitude, particularly
in a middle stimulus duration range, from 50 to 167 ms
(20–6 Hz), r = 0.97, p = .0014 (Fig. 4F).

In regards to the neural responses, a one-way
repeated measures ANOVA revealed highly significant
differences across stimulus durations over the occipito-
temporal ROI: F10,150 = 15.0, p < .001, gp

2 = 0.48.
Post-hoc t-tests were performed only for the 10 adjacent
stimulus duration conditions (see Methods). These tests
revealed significant differences from 33 to 50 ms (30-
20 Hz), t15 = 5.0, p < .001, d = 1.23, reflecting the
difference between absent responses at 33 ms (30 Hz)
and shorter durations, and significant responses at
50 ms (20 Hz) and longer durations. They also revealed
significant differences where response amplitude
increased from 67 to 83 ms, 100 to 125 ms, and 125 to
167 ms (1-12 Hz, 10-8 Hz, and 8-6 Hz; all p’s < 0.013,
d’s " 0.40). No significant differences were present from

167 to 200 ms (6-5 Hz) or 200 to 250 ms (5-4 Hz;
p’s > 0.7, d’s # 0.06). Finally, the response amplitude
decreased from 250 to 33 ms (4-3 Hz), t15 = !5.76,
p < .001, d = !1.24.

For behavioral responses, a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA disclosed highly significant
differences in accuracy across stimulus durations,
F10,150 = 68.7, p < .001, gp

2 = 0.81. Post-hoc t-tests
on adjacent stimulus duration conditions showed
significant accuracy differences on the pairs from 25 to
33 ms (40-30 Hz) and 83 to 100 ms (12-10 Hz; all
p’s # 0.004, d’s > 0.44). At durations longer than
100 ms (10 Hz), there were no significant accuracy
differences across adjacent durations, although two
further comparisons neared significance, 125 to 167 ms
(8-6 Hz), p = .033, critical value = 0.023, d = 0.44,
and 250 to 333 ms (4-3 Hz), p = .035, critical
value = 0.027, d = 65; all other p’s > 0.067,
d’s # 0.47. Note that across 100 to 333 ms (10-3 Hz),
participants’ response times remained similar (ranging
between 500 to 517 ms, with the minimum of 500 ms
occurring at 125 ms (8 Hz; Table 2C). However, the
accuracy across this range increased by nearly 40%,
albeit in relatively small increments.

To summarize, the minimal stimulus presentation
duration for both neural and behavioral FI responses
was 50 ms (20 Hz). The optimal duration for neural
responses was at 167 ms (6 Hz), with practically
equivalent amplitudes present from 167 to 250 ms (6-
4 Hz). At 167 ms, accuracy was high (82%), and
although it continued to increase until the optimal,
longest stimulus duration of 333 ms, there were no
significant differences in adjacent rate steps between
100 and 333 ms (10 and 3 Hz), with similar response
times. Finally, group-level accuracy and amplitude were
strongly correlated across stimulus durations.

Individual differences in face individuation

Stimulus presentation rate diagnosticity. There were
substantial inter-individual differences in the minimum
stimulus presentation duration required for participants
to individuate unfamiliar faces (please see the last
section of the results). However, at the shortest stimulus
presentation durations (25 and 33 ms; 40 and 30 Hz),
there was not a large amount of inter-individual
variability: group-level amplitude was not above zero at

Fig. 3. Frequency-domain, baseline-subtracted amplitude spectra,
showing harmonic frequency responses. Face individuation
responses at 1 Hz and its harmonics, 2 Hz, 3 Hz, etc., up to 20 Hz,
plotted from the bilateral occipito-temporal ROI. Harmonics coinciding
with the stimulus-presentation rate are shadowed in light gray, and
were excluded from face individuation response analyses.

Table 1. Z-scores. Significant group-level responses at each stimulus presentation duration condition are shown in bold (Z > 2.32, p < .01); non-
significant Z-scores are in plain type. Responses to the identity change (A) are shown for the bilateral occipito-temporal (OT) ROI and the average of all
128 channels (Avg128). Responses to stimulus presentation (B) are shown for the medial-occipital (MO) ROI and the average of all 128 channels

Time (ms) 25 33 50 67 83 100 125 167 200 250 333

Frequency (Hz) 40 30 20 15 12 10 8 6 5 4 3

A. Identity

OT 0.07 !0.68 3.32 3.35 6.92 5.69 9.47 10.7 9.33 12.5 4.07

Avg128 !0.16 0.15 0.40 0.70 1.78 1.83 2.74 4.18 3.69 3.71 1.14

B. Stimulus

MO 17.6 18.6 36.3 41.4 48.7 37.5 43.2 39.3 35.6 47.7 70.8

Avg128 20.6 24.3 39.1 35.7 28.9 16.3 23.7 39.1 29.3 26.4 30.0
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Fig. 4. Group-level EEG responses to face-individuation (baseline-subtracted, summed harmonics of 1 Hz, up to 20 Hz) contrast to those to
stimulus-presentation (baseline-subtracted, summed harmonics of F Hz, up to 60 Hz) across stimulus durations. (A) Face individuation response
EEG amplitude at the occipito-temporal ROI, as well as its left and right sub-regions, and the average of all 128 EEG channels. The minimum
(shortest significant) stimulus duration for FI is indicated. Throughout, error bars indicate ±1 SE of the mean. (B) The corresponding FI scalp
topographies. Upper row: Original amplitudes. Lower row: Normalized amplitudes. (C) Behavioral face individuation response accuracy. The
minimum (shortest significant) stimulus duration for FI is indicated, matching that of (A). The dotted green line indicates the mean accuracy across
each individual’s highest frequency producing a significant EEG response; the dotted red line indicates the mean accuracy at each individuals’
preceding (non-significant) stimulus duration. (D) Stimulus-presentation response EEG amplitude at the medial-occipital ROI and the average of all
128 EEG channels. (E) Stimulus-presentation scalp topographies, lower row normalized; to the same scale as in (B). (F) Identity-recognition EEG
amplitude over the occipito-temporal ROI is linearly correlated with behavioral accuracy, r4 = 0.97, p = .0014, in a middle stimulus duration range
from 50 to 167 ms (20-6 Hz; blue points). Each data point represents a stimulus-presentation duration condition (original data: (A, C)). (Note that the
correlation across all stimulus presentation durations (25–333 ms; 40–3 Hz) was also significant, r9 = 0.89, p = .0002.) Key) MO: medial-occipital
ROI; avg128 = average of all 128 EEG channels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Table 2. Face individuation performance: A) EEG amplitude over the bilateral occipito-temporal (OT) ROI; B) percent accuracy; and C) correct
response time (RT). Standard error (±1) across participants is indicated in parentheses

Time (ms) 25 33 50 67 83 100 125 167 200 250 333

Frequency

(Hz)

40 30 20 15 12 10 8 6 5 4 3

A. Amplitude !0.08

(0.12)

0.04

(0.10)

0.48

(0.07)

0.68

(0.21)

1.16

(0.23)

1.26

(0.20)

1.61

(0.24)

2.01

(0.25)

1.97

(0.22)

1.92

(0.21)

0.93

(0.19)

B. Accuracy 1.84

(1.45)

6.30

(4.92)

25.5

(4.61)

42.4

(5.11)

56.8

(5.45)

67.8

(3.68)

75.3

(3.57)

82.1

(3.63)

86.7

(2.18)

89.6

(2.27)

94.2

(1.29)

C. RT 670 (95.0) 510

(45.2)

570

(23.7)

557

(20.9)

540

(22.2)

517

(15.5)

500

(13.0)

503

(11.5)

514

(10.6)

514

(13.7)

514

(11.7)
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these rates, and amplitude was very low for nearly all
participants (Fig. 4A; Fig. S2A). Behaviorally, only at
most a few identity changes were detected by any
participant at these shortest durations (Fig. 4C; Fig. S2B).

At the other extreme, there were also only small inter-
individual differences at the longest durations, at which
performance at FI was generally high (although not at
ceiling). From 125 to 333 ms (8-3 Hz), group-level
accuracy was consistently above 80% (Table 2B;
average SE = 2.4%; range across participants
progressively increasing from 16 to 47%). The largest
separation across individual participants’ behavioral
performance was thus in a middle stimulus duration
range, from 50 to 125 ms (20-8 Hz), wherein the group-
level accuracy ranged from about 75 to 25% (average
SE = 4.5%; range across individual participants
consistently above 62%). Thus, to examine inter-
individual differences, individuals’ accuracy was
averaged across conditions from this middle range (50–
125 ms; 8–20 Hz). This middle range was also used to
examine EEG responses in the frequency domain,
where amplitude was significant but below the optimal
value (Fig. 4A; Fig. S2A; Fig. S3 for individuals’ scalp
topographies in this range).

Individuals’ behavioral accuracy correlates with
neural response amplitude in a weighted middle
stimulus duration range

The diagnostic middle stimulus duration range (50–
125 ms; 8–20 Hz) was used to explore the relationship
between individuals’ behavioral performance and EEG
amplitude from the frequency domain. Additionally, the
amplitude at the longest stimulus duration, 333 ms
(3 Hz), was used as a baseline amplitude measure for
each participant to remove inter-individual variability due
to general factors (see Methods). Specifically, we tested
the hypothesis that individuals’ 3-Hz weighted amplitude
in the middle stimulus duration range correlates with
their behavioral performance in the middle stimulus
duration range.

As expected, there was no correlation between
individuals’ behavioral performance and EEG
amplitudes at 333 ms (3 Hz), slope = 0.44 mV/%,
r13 = 0.19, p = .51 (Fig. 5A). However, there was a
significant, positive linear correlation between
individuals’ behavioral performance and EEG
amplitudes in the weighted middle duration range (the
average of 50–125 ms divided by 333 ms), slope = 1.8
mV/%, r13 = 0.69, p = .0043 (Fig. 5B). Note that similar
results were obtained when comparing EEG amplitude
with inverse efficiency, a combined measure of
individuals’ response time and accuracy (Fig. S4).

Neural response latency predicts individuals’
behavioral accuracy

Individual differences were present in terms of the earliest
significant FI EEG responses, which occurred across a
range of 25 to 100 ms (40–10 Hz) over the occipito-
temporal ROI in the frequency domain (Fig. 6A). At the

high end, only one participant had a significant EEG
response at the shortest stimulus presentation duration
(25 ms; 40 Hz). Two participants had significant
responses at the next duration, 33 ms (30 Hz), and 9 at
the following duration, 50 ms (20 Hz). In terms of
behavioral response accuracy, the earliest significant
individual responses occurred across a range of 25 to
50 ms (40–20 Hz; Fig. 6B). Seven participants had
significant behavioral FI responses at the shortest
stimulus presentation duration (25 ms; 40 Hz), nine at
the next duration (33 ms; 30 Hz), and all participants at
the following duration and below (50 ms; 20 Hz).

To assess whether the latency of individuals’ neural FI
responses predicts individual differences in the viewing
time of FI behaviorally, we related individuals’ accuracy
(in the middle stimulus duration range, 50–125 ms; 20–
8 Hz) to the peak latency of the first and second
deflections, which have been described in previous
studies (Rossion et al., 2020). Note that given the high
consistency of the temporal dynamics of FI responses
across rates (Fig. 7A; see also Fig. S5 for non-F-filtered
data), stimulus duration rates were combined from 50 to
333 ms (20-3 Hz), i.e., all conditions producing significant
FI responses in the frequency domain, in order to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the num-
ber of identity change events (resulting in more than
1000 events per participant; see Methods). These first
two deflections: (1) a first, positive deflection, first reach-
ing significance at 74 ms, and peaking at approximately
100 ms at the group level; and (2) a second, negative
deflection, first reaching significance at 152 ms, and
peaking at approximately 185 ms at the group level
(Fig. 7B, C), were readily identifiable here in thirteen out
of sixteen participants (Fig. 8A; see also Fig. S6A). To
capture the most sensitive individual responses in the
time domain, measurements were made from either the
right or left occipito-temporal sub-region, corresponding
to the lateralization index of each participant from the
frequency-domain analyses, from 50 to 333 ms (20-
3 Hz; M = 0.13, i.e., higher activation over the right hemi-
sphere; SE = 0.071; range = !0.30 to 0.70; see again
Fig. S3 for individual scalp topographies); and note that
similar results were produced when using the bilateral
occipito-temporal ROI (Fig. S6B, C).

For the first, positive deflection, the mean post-identity
change peak latency across individuals was 102 ms
(SE = 4.7 ms), with a range of 47 ms. There was an
insignificant, weak, negative correlation between
participants’ behavioral accuracy and the latency of this
first deflection, slope = !0.29 ms/%, r11 = 0.30,
p = .32 (Fig. 8B). For the second, negative deflection,
the mean latency across individuals was 190 ms
(SE = 1.3 ms), with a range of 14 ms. In this case,
however, there was a significant, negative correlation
between individuals’ accuracy and EEG latency of the
second deflection, slope = !0.21 ms/%, r11 = 0.85,
p = .00027 (Fig. 8C). That is, participants who had
significantly faster neural responses at the time of the
second, negative deflection also performed better at
individuating faces across stimulus presentation
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durations from 50 to 125 ms (20-8 Hz). As a reminder,
electrophysiological and behavioral measures were
taken in separate experiments.

DISCUSSION

The minimal stimulus viewing time for face
individuation

As reviewed in the Introduction, behavioral and neural
studies carried out independently have struggled to
provide consistent answers to questions concerning
cognitive functioning, such as: how much viewing time
does it take to individuate a complex visual stimulus,
such as a face? Here, we measured neural activity and
behavior with the same participants, using parallel
experiments comprised of varying facial identity viewing
times. A group-level neural face individuation (FI)
response emerged at 50 ms stimulus viewing time
(20 Hz; Fig. 4A). The same viewing time, 50 ms
(20 Hz), was also found for the emergence of behavioral
FI (Fig. 4C).

This minimal duration is shorter than the 120 ms
(8.33 Hz) duration reported for neural FI by Alonso-
Prieto et al. (2013), when contrasting EEG responses at
the stimulus presentation rate to periodic sequences of
different (i.e., a temporal crowd) vs. same (i.e., a single
repeating) facial identities. This may be accounted for
by differences in experimental design. Here, FI responses
across stimulus durations are both measured within each
stimulation sequence, since the FI responses occur at a
separate frequency than the stimulus presentation
responses. Importantly, the FI responses are non-
overlapping here, as stimuli are 1 s apart, regardless of
the stimulation rate. In particular, overlapping neural
responses to different faces may have caused the lack
of significant effects above 8.33 Hz in that previous study,
in which FI responses were measured at the stimulation
rates (but not in Gentile and Rossion, 2014 with fMRI;
see Keysers and Perrett, 2002; Keysers et al., 2005;

Fig. 5. Correlations between individual participant face individuation accuracy (behavioral experiment: 50–125 ms; 20–8 Hz) and face individuation
frequency-domain amplitude (EEG frequency-tagging experiment: presentation rates as indicated; baseline-subtracted, summed harmonics of
1 Hz, over the OT ROI). (A) The non-significant correlation of individuals’ accuracy with amplitude at the longest stimulus duration, 333 ms (3 Hz).
(B) The significant correlation of individuals’ accuracy with amplitude in the middle stimulus duration range, 50–125 ms (20–8 Hz), weighted by the
amplitude at 333 ms (3 Hz).

Fig. 6. Significance of individual-participant face individuation
responses across presentation rates, for both EEG frequency-tagging
and behavioral experiments. (A) The number of participants (out of
16) with a significant occipito-temporal EEG response at each rate.
Group-level significance first appeared at 50 ms (20 Hz). (B) The
number of these participants with more correct than false alarm
behavioral responses at each rate. Key) avgOT: bilateral occipito-
temporal ROI; avg128 = average of all 128 EEG channels.
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Henson, 2016; Retter et al., 2016; Retter et al., 2018;
Retter et al., 2020). The minimal duration of 50 ms is
longer than that of several previous behavioral studies,
reporting FI at durations below 20 ms when not applying
backward masking (Bachmann, 1991; Gur, 2018), or
when using only a few, highly familiar stimuli (Rolls
et al., 1994). On the other hand, the present behavioral
results are in near agreement with Or and Wilson
(2010), reporting a minimum of about 60 ms (to achieve
75% accuracy at a two-alternative force-choice task, with
morphed, synthetic stimuli devoid of surface cues) and in
full agreement with the 50 ms duration reported by
Tanskanen et al., 2007, using natural images of six famil-
iarized male faces.

At this 50 ms duration, only about 1 in 4 identity
changes were correctly reported behaviorally at the
group level. Thus, this 50 ms minimum is not an
absolute limit: at shorter stimulus durations, faces may
still be individuated, only less often; at longer stimulus
durations, faces may be individuated more reliably.
Further, this value is approximate here, in the sense
that no stimulus durations were tested in between 33
and 50 ms (30 and 20 Hz).

The optimal stimulus viewing time for face
individuation

After emerging, neural FI responses at F/n at the group-
level continued to increase over a middle stimulus
duration range, from 50 to 125 ms (20-8 Hz), first
reaching their maximum at 167 ms (6 Hz; Fig. 4A;
Table 2A). This 167 ms duration (6 Hz) value is defined
as the optimal stimulus duration, and is in line with the
previous maximal, differential, neural FI amplitudes at
6 Hz reported by Alonso-Prieto et al. (2013) and Gentile
and Rossion (2014), with EEG and fMRI, respectively,
for sequences of different vs. same facial identities (see
also Rossion, 2014). This also is roughly in line with the
durations for MEG responses reported by Tanskanen
et al. (2007) for face detection, that increased from dura-
tions of 100 to 200 ms, although durations beyond 200 ms
were not tested.

At durations shorter than 167 ms (6 Hz), progressively
lower FI response amplitudes may be accounted for by
missed FI, i.e., not through gradually reduced neural
responses, but through the proportion of absent or
present all-or-none neural responses (Retter et al.,
2020). Such an effect could not be directly tested here,

Fig. 7. Temporal dynamics of the face individuation response, showing similar deflections over time across stimulus duration steps. (A) Time-
domain identity recognition responses over the right occipito-temporal sub-region for each stimulus duration condition. Significant deflections are
indicated with a red line below. There were three prominent deflections: (1) a positive deflection, peaking at approximately 100 ms post-identity
change onset, in conditions at which it reached significance (highlighted in orange; SD = 6.9 ms; significance window: about 75–120 ms, across
these conditions); (2) a second, negative deflection, peaking at approximately 185 ms (highlighted in yellow; SD = 10.6 ms; significance window:
about 150–225 ms); and (3) a third, positive deflection, peaking at approximately 295 ms (highlighted in green; SD = 13.0 ms; significance window:
about 280–315 ms). Note that these waveforms have been notch-filtered in the frequency domain to remove the stimulus-presentation responses
(see Fig. S5). (B) The identity-recognition response averaged across frequency-domain significant conditions, from 50 to 333 ms (20-3 Hz). For this
data, the first, positive deflection of the right occipito-temporal sub-region again peaked at approximately 100 ms, with an amplitude of 0.85 mV. The
negative peak followed at approximately 190 ms, with an amplitude of !2.3 mV, followed by the third, positive peak at about 290 ms, having an
amplitude of only 0.18 mV. (C) Two-dimensional scalp topographies of the data shown in (B), sampled every 25 ms from 0 to 375 ms post-identity
change onset. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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but is supported by the strong, positive linear correlation
between amplitude and accuracy, from 24 to 6 Hz
(Fig. 4F; see also Kovacs, Vogels and Orban, 1995;
Vanni et al., 1996; Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Bacon-
Mace et al., 2005; Retter et al., 2020). Further in line with
this interpretation, responses were qualitatively similar
across variable stimulus durations producing differing
amplitudes, rather than being partially degraded with less
viewing time (scalp topographies: Fig. S3; time–domain
dynamics: Fig. 7). Whether or not each oddball face
was individuated at each presentation in this paradigm
is likely influenced by its difference from the contrasted
base facial identity, which could be defined in terms of
multiple physical cues, as well as the experience and abil-
ity of the individual observer.

Here, at durations longer than 167 ms (6 Hz), neural
response amplitude plateaued from 200 to 250 ms
duration (5-4 Hz), beyond which there was a decreased
neural FI amplitude at the longest 333 ms stimulus
duration (3 Hz; Fig. 4A; Table 2A). The decreased,
differential FI amplitudes may be caused by less
decreased responses to the base face here, by means
of: (1) reduced neural interference of base stimulus
responses at 333 ms, since this inter-stimulus interval is
longer than that of the bulk of FI responses observed
here in the time domain (with significant responses of
the third deflection offsetting at about 240 ms from the
onset of significance of the first deflection; Fig. 7; see
also Retter et al., 2020, for a slightly decreased response
at 3 Hz); and (2) reduced repetition suppression to the
base face, because there are only two presentations
(one repetition) of the base face for each presentation
of the oddball face, i.e., more frequency identity changes
than identity repetitions, and a duration long enough for
multiple gaze fixations (see Grill-Spector and Malach,
2001; Rossion et al., 2020). Note that at low stimulus pre-
sentation frequencies (1 and 2 Hz), no difference between
different vs. same facial identity responses were reported
by Alonso-Prieto et al. (2013), while such effects have
been reported at frequencies between about 3.5 and
8 Hz (Rossion and Boremanse, 2011; Alonso-Prieto
et al., 2013; Nemrodov, Jacques and Rossion, 2015).

Behaviorally, the FI accuracy was highest at the
longest stimulus duration, 333 ms (3 Hz; Fig. 4C;
Table 2B), with stable response times from 100 to
333 ms (10-3 Hz; RTs ranging from a minimum of
500 ms at 125 ms duration (8 Hz) to a maximum of
517 ms at 100 ms duration (10 Hz; Table 2C). This
result contradicts that of previous behavioral studies,
reporting optimal FI responses at much shorter stimulus
durations (typically from about 35 to 110 ms: Rolls
et al., 1994; Lehky, 2000; Tanskanen et al. 2007; Or
and Wilson, 2010; and 4 ms in Bachmann, 1991). How-
ever, as addressed above, these previous studies did
not apply backward masking (Bachmann, 1991; see also
Gur, 2018), used only few, familiar(ized) face stimulus
exemplars (Rolls et al., 1994; Tanskanen et al. 2007),
or presented the exact same test and target images with
discrete morphed changes (Lehky, 2000), such that the
individuation task demanded may have been too easy,
reaching ceiling performance at relatively short durations.

Fig. 8. The relationship between individuals’ EEG peak latencies
(across stimulus durations producing significant face individuation
responses, from 50 to 333 ms; 20-3 Hz); and behavioral performance
(in the middle stimulus duration range, from 50 to 125 ms; 20-8 Hz).
Data were plotted at either the right or left occipito-temporal sub-
region, corresponding to the lateralization index of each participant
from the frequency-domain analyses. Note that three participants
were removed from this analysis for not showing clear response
peaks at the time of these deflections (Fig. S6A). (A) Individual EEG
peak latencies were measured in the time domain, wherein periodic
facial identity changes were presented every 1 s (1 Hz; in this Panel,
0 s = identity change onset). (B) There is a non-significant, negative
correlation between individuals’ behavioral accuracy and peak
latency of the first, positive deflection. (C) There is a significant,
negative correlation between individuals’ behavioral accuracy and
peak latency of the second, negative deflection.
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Here, oddball stimuli (about 30 per stimulus duration)
were randomly chosen from among 99 different facial
identities (excluding the base identity in each sequence),
and the image size and luminance varied at each presen-
tation. Most importantly, contrary to previous studies, the
number of oddball identity targets varied across
sequences, with some sequences containing no oddballs.
Hence, behavioral performance was never at ceiling in
our task, only nearing it at the longest stimulus duration.

The relationship between individuals’ neural and
behavioral responses

Inter-individual differences in stimulus processing time for
FI were most prominent when the task was reasonably
challenging, in the middle stimulus duration range, of
50–125 ms (20–8 Hz; Fig. S2). The FI amplitude in this
range, weighted by the FI amplitude at 333 ms (3 Hz),
significantly correlated with individuals’ behavioral
performance, measured independently (Fig. 5B; see
also Retter et al., 2020). Note that at long stimulus pre-
sentation durations, individual differences in behavior
were weaker (Fig. S2B, C). However, in most previous
studies, explicit behavioral measures of FI typically rely
on a relatively long, sometimes even unlimited, viewing
times of unfamiliar face pictures (e.g., Duchaine and
Nakayama, 2006). One reason for this is that time pres-
sure in explicit tasks with unfamiliar FI can deteriorate
behavioral performance (Bindemann et al., 2016; Fysh
and Bindemann, 2017). Yet, although providing more time
to individuate faces can lead to improvements of behav-
ioral responses, this may not be ideal, as it may also lead
to unnatural (e.g., analytical, feature-based) processes,
making the measure less specific and diagnostic. In addi-
tion, while measures of behavioral response speed (time
taken) are relevant for measuring individuals’ ability
(Rossion and Michel 2018; Dzhelyova et al., 2020),
response time is not a good proxy of processing time,
as it may be affected by many post-perceptual factors.

Stimulus viewing time vs. neural response latency

While we primarily investigated FI in terms of the minimal
(and optimal) stimulus duration required, we were also
able to examine EEG FI processing in the time domain
(Fig. 7, having selectively filtered out stimulus-
presentation responses (Fig. S5); see also Rossion
et al., 2020). Previous EEG studies taking this approach
have produced conflicting results: it remains debated
whether FI is captured at the (peak of the) occipito-
temporal face-sensitive N170 component (Heisz et al.,
2006; Jacques and Rossion, 2007; Nemrodov et al.,
2019), on post-200 ms components such as the N250
(Schweinberger and Neumann, 2016), or even possibly
at earlier latencies (e.g., Seeck et al., 1997; Nemrodov
et al., 2016; Dobs et al., 2019).

Here, group-level, EEG FI responses were first
observed at a positive deflection attaining significance at
approximately 75 ms and peaking at approximately
100 ms post-identity-change onset (Fig. 7). While this
could be taken as evidence for an early FI response
onset, we argue against this account, in light of both

previous and current indications. Importantly, in previous
studies, several lines of evidence point to this deflection
reflecting low-level stimulus changes, rather than high-
level FI: it is disproportionately affected by stimulus size-
change ranges and orientation, and it shows no face
inversion effect, i.e., occurring with equal latency and
magnitude for upright or inverted face images
(Dzhelyova and Rossion, 2014; Rossion et al., 2020).
Additionally, in standard ERP paradigms, the P1(00)
deflection occurring at about this latency is absent when
low-level image changes are minimized (Jacques and
Rossion, 2006; Zheng et al., 2011; compare also
Nemrodov et al., 2019, to Nemrodov et al., 2016), it is
not selective to faces beyond low-level cues contained
in amplitude spectrum (Rossion and Caharel, 2011;
Ganis et al., 2012) and its amplitude and latency do not
correlate with group-level behavioral performance at FI
across orientations, unlike the N170 (Jacques and
Rossion, 2007).

In the present paradigm, this first, positive deflection
may also be considered in light of a potential release
from adaptation to the base face, as addressed above.
This adaptation may occur both at a high-level, to facial
identity, but also to low-level image attributes. This is a
likely source of modest low-level contributions to the FI
response measured here, despite the large stimulus set
(100 different, unfamiliar facial identities), and
continuous forward and backward stimulus masking.
Empirically, the peak latency of the first, positive
deflection, was not significantly correlated with
individuals’ behavioral FI accuracy at middle stimulus
durations (Fig. 8B). Additionally, the scalp topography of
this first, positive deflection, before its peak, i.e., at
about 50–75 ms, is centered over medial occipital
channels, supporting a low-level interpretation (Fig. 7C;
Rossion et al., 2020).

Thus, we suggest that FI responses that go beyond
physical stimulus differences first occur only at the time
window of the second, negative deflection, attaining
significance at approximately 150 ms, and peaking at
approximately 185 ms, here. This deflection first
emerged over occipito-temporal channels (Fig. 7C), and,
importantly, its peak latency did significantly correlate
with, i.e. predict, individuals’ behavioral FI accuracy in a
middle stimulus duration range (addressed in the
following section; Fig. 8C). This onset of selective FI
responses is in line with some earlier studies, as
addressed above (Heisz et al., 2006; Jacques and
Rossion, 2007; Caharel et al., 2009; see Rossion and
Jacques, 2011 for review), and with a view in which the
early signatures of FI are present within the same time
window as generic face (vs. object) categorization, i.e.,
by the onset at about 130 ms of the N170 component
(Jacques and Rossion, 2006).

Neural response peak latency (~185 ms) predicts
individuals’ behavioral face individuation ability

At the individual level, the peak latency of the second,
negative deflection, peaking at 185 ms on average at
the group level over the right occipito-temporal cortex
(and ranging from 183 to 197 ms at the individual
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participant level), significantly, negatively correlated with
participants’ behavioral FI responses in a middle
stimulus duration range (accuracy ranging from 81% to
28%; Fig. 8A, C): the earlier the neural response, the
better the behavioral performance under time
constraints. Here, accuracy at short viewing times was a
more sensitive indicator of FI processing time than
response time (RT), which varied relatively little across
participants (Fig. S2 C; compare also Fig. 5 with
Fig. S4, showing similar results for accuracy and
inverse efficiency, i.e., RT/accuracy), and is influenced
by many general factors (e.g., decisional time, motor
speed, etc.). This relationship may be reflective of high-
level FI responses, since: (1) a correlation was not
significantly present for the first, positive deflection peak
latency; and (2) there was also not a consistent
relationship observed between individuals’ stimulus
presentation response phase at F and behavioral
performance (data not shown).

In general, the timing information of EEG responses
has traditionally been related to group-level behavioral
responses through either early-stage visual processing
(e.g., stimulus contrast and spatial frequency:
Strasburger et al., 1988), or attentional modulation (e.g.,
van den Berg et al., 2016). Previous studies investigating
facial processing have reported ERP latency differences,
but more often a lack of differences, across individuals.

Herzmann et al. (2009) reported that individuals’
behavioral accuracy at a battery of face processing tasks
was moderately, negatively related to the latency of the
N170; however, an equal correlation was present for mea-
sures of object processing, such that this effect was attrib-
uted to general cognitive factors. Das et al. (2010)
reported no relationship between individuals’ behavioral
performance at detecting faces vs. cars in noisy images
and N170 peak latency over a right occipito-temporal
channel. There was no relationship observed between
individuals’ viewpoint discrimination performance
improvement at a trained view and N170 latency reduc-
tion for that view (Su et al., 2012). At a group level, while
there was no delay reported for the N170 peak latency to
faces (vs. cars) for people with poor FI ability relative to
age-matched controls (Towler et al., 2012; but for contra-
dictory results with MEG: Lueschow et al., 2015), in a dif-
ferent experimental design there was delay of 35 ms of
the N250 ERP to target faces (but not own faces) for
the poor face recognition group, over a right occipito-
temporal channel (Parketny et al., 2015; for review,
Towler et al., 2017).

However, in none of these studies, or other studies
beyond face processing to our knowledge, has a
relationship been observed between the latency of
neural responses (directly related to a given function)
and inter-individual variability (in a homogenous
population) in processing time at this function, as found
here. Importantly, the behavioral responses measured
here are accuracy rates reflecting the ability of
individuals to individuate faces more often at short
viewing times (here, measured from 50-125 ms of face
stimulus duration). Thus, the straightforward
interpretation of our results in that individuals with

shorter neural response latency are also able to
behaviorally individuate faces with shorter viewing
times. While it is possible that individuals who have
faster FI processing are also better at FI more
generally, e.g., having more extensive cortical
populations involved in FI in the ventral occipito-
temporal cortex, such a relationship remains unknown.

High-level and generalizable face individuation
responses?

To what extent do the measures of FI reported here
reflect high-level, face-specific processes? As
mentioned previously, a number of previous studies
using this paradigm point specifically to high-level
responses (see Rossion et al., 2020, for review). Addition-
ally, there are several aspects of the present experimental
design that may further limit contributions from low-level
stimulus changes. Here, at every stimulus presentation
there were substantial changes not only in size (from 80
to 120% of the original, sampled in 5% steps), but in lumi-
nance, which was varied from !10% to +10% of the orig-
inal, sampled in 2.5% steps. Accordingly, identity changes
could not be reliably detected from stimulus brightness
and contour position, resulting in below-ceiling individua-
tion responses, even for stimulus viewing times of up to
333 ms (Fig. 4C; Table 2B).

In these experiments there were 100 facial identity
stimuli (as in previous oddball FI studies, derived from
color photographs of cropped, full-front, color, female
faces, minimally standardized and cropped to the outer
contour of the face; Liu-Shuang et al., 2014; Xu et al.,
2017; Yan et al., 2019), leading to increased variability
of oddball identities, i.e., reduced diagnosticity of specific
low-level oddball vs. base differences. Empirical evidence
of high-level responses here derives from right lateralized,
occipito-temporal EEG responses, even at the shortest
significant duration of 50 ms (20 Hz; contrasting with the
medial-occipital responses general to visual stimulation:
compare Fig. 4B with Fig. 4E), and the absence of both
behavioral and neural response significance at the very
short stimulus durations of 25 and 33 ms (40 and
30 Hz), when neural responses to stimulus-presentation
are still recorded. However, the presence of a very early
FI response in the time domain, i.e., with an onset much
before 100 ms, suggests that there are some contribu-
tions of low-level effects on the FI response, perhaps
resulting from low-level adaptation to the base face stim-
ulus. Reduction or elimination of these effects with differ-
ent stimulus sets or paradigms, or through the subtraction
of responses to inverted faces (Rossion et al., 2020; Jac-
ques et al., 2020) could be examined in future studies.

Yet, for a point of reference, the 50 ms minimum
stimulus duration for FI reported here is longer than that
which has typically been reported for generic face
categorization (i.e., about 15–35 ms longer), measured
behaviorally and neurally by contrasts of faces vs.
objects or phase-scrambled images (e.g., Or and
Wilson, 2010; Mohsenzadeh et al., 2018). In a
frequency-sweep design as applied here, categorization
of a stimulus as a face among a rapid periodic train of
non-face objects, excluding an effect based on amplitude
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spectrum differences between these stimuli (Rossion
et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2018), a few (i.e., 3%) correct
behavioral face categorization responses can be made
even at 17 ms (60 Hz) duration, with a much larger rate
of correct behavioral detections and significant neural
measures observed at 33 ms duration (30 Hz; Retter
et al., 2020). That is, FI responses here emerged with a
delay of approximately 20 ms (50 vs. 33 ms, i.e., 20 vs.
30 Hz) relative to the minimum, but at least 80 ms (167
vs. 83 ms, i.e., 6 vs. 12 Hz) relative to the optimal, i.e.,
peak amplitude, generic face categorization responses
(Retter et al., 2020; Fig. 9).

This comparison should be made with a grain of salt:
while the frequency-sweep design was similar, with target
stimuli appearing at F/n = 1 Hz (1 s), there were
considerable differences in the experimental paradigm:
the generic face categorization study used natural
images with sometimes off-centered faces and non-face
objects, and the ‘‘base” object images changed at every
stimulus presentation and were highly variable (e.g.,
consisting of plants, man-made objects, animals, etc.;
see Rossion et al., 2015). Still, a longer delay between
the minimal and optimal durations required for these pro-
cesses is in line with the view of a slower accumulation of
sensory evidence, less resistant to degradation, for FI
than for generic face categorization (e.g., Sergent,
1986; Crouzet et al., 2010; Or and Wilson, 2010; Amihai
et al., 2011; Besson et al., 2017). Note that this view is
not necessarily hierarchical, or based on discrete compo-
nents or ‘‘stages” in visual processing, but is also in line
with a coarse-to-fine view of visual perception, in which
the same neural populations require a longer accumula-
tion of visual inputs for FI than (generic) face categoriza-
tion (e.g., Sergent, 1986; Watt, 1987; Bachmann, 1991;
Hegdé et al., 2008; Goffaux et al., 2011; Rossion, 2014).

It may be asked: to what extent are the measures of FI
speed reported here generalizable? Here, a moderately
sized sample of relatively homogenous, university
students (age range: 19–28 years old) was used. This
may have contributed to few inter-individual differences
in behavior at lower stimulus viewing times (Fig. S2B,
C), and the relatively consistent stimulus viewing time
limit for neural FI responses, this being 50 ms (20 Hz)
for more than half the participants (Fig. 6A). In future
studies, processing time could also be compared within
or across more diverse samples. For example, in cases
of prosopagnosia, individuation of unfamiliar faces can
often be performed well above chance level at long
stimulus durations, when given enough time to apply
feature-based strategies (Benton and Van Allen, 1972;
Davidoff and Landis, 1990), but not at short stimulus dura-
tions, when rapid, automatic FI is required (see Liu-
Shuang, Torfs and Rossion, 2016). For another example,
during development, children are able to individuate
faces, but their performance is limited until adulthood
(Carey, 1992). Better performance for upright than
inverted faces emerges at a few years of age only and
develops throughout childhood (Carey and Diamond,
1994; de Heering et al., 2012; Hills and Lewis, 2018). FI
might thus require more time for children (e.g., six year-
old children might not have a significant FI response at
50 ms), with more pronounced individual differences
retained at relatively longer stimulus durations.

The present results are also likely influenced by
stimulus factors. First, stimulus masking should be
considered: the measures of FI speed taken here may
be less conservative than if more optimized visual
masks were used (Crouzet and Thorpe, 2011; Potter,
2012; Robinson, Grootswagers, and Carlson, 2019),
although it may be argued that faces are ideal (high-
level) masks for faces. Second, and most importantly,
the facial identity stimuli used here certainly play a role:
FI might occur at shorter stimulus durations if more vari-
able facial identities were included, e.g., varying in gen-
der, race, and age, yet might occur only with longer
stimulus durations if images varied more extensively,
e.g., were unsegmented, containing different viewpoints,
lighting conditions, etc. Additionally, the variation in size
and luminance at each stimulus presentation here, to
reduce diagnostic low-level cues between base and odd-
ball face stimuli, undoubtedly made FI more challenging.

In this context, an obviously important factor is the
degree of familiarity of the participants with the
morphological characteristics of the face set, and the
specific face identities used in the experiment. Here,
only Caucasian faces, i.e. of the same ‘‘race” as the
participants, were used in the experiment, with
participants most experienced with this race. Given the
well-known other-race face effect observed across a
variety of tasks and stimuli (Meissner and Brigham,
2001; Rossion and Michel, 2011 for review), using pic-
tures of another, less familiar, race of faces (e.g., African
or East Asian faces) in the same paradigm with the same
participant race experience group may well lead to an
increase in the minimal and optimal stimulus duration for

Fig. 9. A comparison of the present group-level face individuation
results (blue) with that of the frequency sweep of Retter et al. (2020;
orange) for generic face (vs. object) categorization. In the previous
study, non-face objects appeared as base stimuli, with faces
appearing at the F/n= 1 Hz rate. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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FI. Conversely, participants with little everyday experi-
ence with Caucasian faces may show the opposite effect.

Moreover, while the present observations
demonstrate once again that neurotypical human adults
are very efficient at individuating pictures of unfamiliar
faces, long-term familiarity with specific facial identities
substantially increases generalization abilities of this
individuation function (e.g., matching facial identities
across views, Jenkins et al., 2011). Hence, even though
the source of this increase in generalization remains
unknown and may be due to associations of variable
views of faces with semantic, affective and verbal infor-
mation (Dixon et al., 1998; Schwartz and Yovel, 2016;
Rossion, 2018), the very same experiment performed
with participants that are familiar with these faces (e.g.,
Verosky et al., 2020) may lead not only to a reduction of
minimal and optimal stimulus duration values, but also
to a reduction of inter-individual variability.

In the paradigm applied here, there are several factors
that, while specific, should not limit the generalization of
the findings. First, image predictability was not an
important factor here, since an agreement between
neural and behavioral measures in the minimal stimulus
duration for FI was demonstrated, despite faces
appearing periodically in the neural experiment and non-
periodically in the behavioral experiment (see also Quek
and Rossion, 2017). Additionally, such agreement across
experiments also suggests that the task did not greatly
affect these results, despite participants performing a fix-
ation cross task in the first experiment, but explicitly indi-
viduating faces in the second experiment (see also Yan
et al., 2019, for only late (post 180 ms) effects of task
on the FI response). Third, while this paradigm relies on
variable base to oddball stimulus presentation ratios, this
is also not likely a limiting factor, since FI responses at
167 ms, 250 ms, and 250 ms (6 Hz, 5 Hz, and 4 Hz),
showed stable amplitudes (Fig. 4A; Table 2A), despite
varying ratios (see also Retter and Rossion, 2016).

The speed of face individuation

In sum, we determined that within about 50 ms, the
human visual system is able to accumulate the
necessary visual inputs for FI, which may continue to be
processed for additional time (differential, EEG FI
responses lasted over 300 ms post oddball stimulus
onset here). We also identified the optimal viewing time,
i.e., the shortest duration providing the maximal FI
response, at 167 ms at the neural level (as in Alonso-
Prieto et al., 2013; Gentile and Rossion, 2014). While
behavioral performance at 167 ms duration was at about
82% and continued to increase until the longest stimulus
duration (333 ms), this improvement is likely to be due
to general factors (e.g., increase in response confidence
following change detection in the stimulation sequence).
Indeed, contrary to mid-range frequencies, behavioral
performance was unrelated to the magnitude of the neural
FI response at the longest stimulus duration. Overall,
these results support the view that a single glance suf-
fices for neurotypical observers to fully capture the
idiosyncratic features and configuration of an unfamiliar
face. Such rapid and automatic high-level visual percep-

tion may be essential for our interaction with relevant
stimuli in dynamic, visually complex environments.

Differences across individuals in their ability to
individuate faces at middle stimulus durations negatively
correlated with their negative, peak EEG latencies
(occurring at ~185 ms on average), but not with an
earlier, positive peak latency. This suggests that inter-
individual differences in FI speed we measured
behaviorally relate to high-level FI processes, rather
than generic visual or anatomophysiological differences.
Future studies could compare individuals’ FI speed with
other measures of FI ability, potentially also measuring
the specificity of these FI effects against other neural
and/or behavioral measures of face processing, e.g.,
generic face vs. object categorization, or age or gender
perception.
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